Advisory No. 163, s. 2018
In compliance with DepEd Order No. 8, s. 2013
This Advisory is issued for the information of all Public Elementary and Secondary
November 27, 2018

PHILIPPINE REGIONAL LANGUAGE CENTER SCHOLARS FOUNDATION, INC. (PhRELCSFI)

The Philippine Regional Language Center Scholars Foundation, Inc. (PhRELCSFI), the first recognized alumni association of SEAMEO – Regional Language Center, Singapore.

Attached is the letter for your immediate reference if interested.

For more inquiries or other concerns you may check this website. Prof. Edilberta C. Balanitabalal@yahoo.com mobile number 09198437593 and Elizabeth Manalo bethmanalo1205@yahoo.com 09175191943.

Participation of both public and private schools shall be subject to the no-disruption-of-classes policy stipulated in Deped Order No. 9, s. 2005, entitled Instituting Measures to increase Engaged Time-On-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith. This is also subject to the no-collection policy as stated in Section 3 of Republic Act no. 5546, An Act Prohibiting the sale of tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from Students and Teachers of Public and Private Schools, Colleges and Universities (Ganzon Law)
November 13, 2018

ROMMEL C. BAUTISTA
Schools Division Superintendent
Division of Antipolo City

Dear Supt. Bautista:

Greetings from the officers and member of the Philippine Regional Language Center Scholars Foundation, Inc. (PhRELCsFI), the first recognized alumni association of SEAMEO-Regional Language Center, Singapore.

PhRELCsFI is an association propelled by the mission to provide professional development of school leaders, teachers, and educators in the workplace and to sustain quality education through efficient, effective and humanistic instruction in English, Filipino and other languages. This is with strong consideration of the critical functions of language proficiency in the performance of their roles as educators. It started as an organization of former grantees of scholarship at SEAMEO Regional Language Center (RELC) Singapore.

In order to benefit more language enthusiasts, membership in the organization has been extended to other professionals involved in teaching and managing programs in English, Filipino and other language in the Philippines.

This school year, PhRELCsFI will conduct its First International Conference on the Changing Landscape of Language Education with the theme “30 Years of Collaborating and Sharing Expertise and Practices on Teaching, Learning, Assessment and Research Across Cultures” on December 6-8, 2018 at the Manila Hotel.
The conference aims to:

1. provide academics, educators and practitioners with a forum on language teaching and learning, assessment, culture, curriculum, language education policy;
2. translate language education policy and research findings into curriculum and actual classroom practice;
3. engage in discussion and conversations on innovations and creative pedagogies and assessment in language teaching and learning;
4. gain deeper insights on language teaching and learning in a multicultural context

Five hundred local and international participants are expected to attend the conference. RELC Singapore grantees-alumni, administrators, educational program specialists, supervisors, principals, department heads, and teachers from public and private elementary, secondary, tertiary schools will be invited to attend this conference.

In view of this, the officers and members of the Board of PHRELCSFI would like to invite you to place an advertisement in the souvenir program to be given away during the conference.

Attached are the advertisement rates for your guidance.

For more inquiries, please contact Prof. Edilberta C. Bala at: nitabala@yahoo.com, mobile number 09198437593 and Elizabeth Manalo at bethmanalo1205@yahoo.com, mobile number 09175191943.

Your favorable response to our invitation will be greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

President
SOUVENIR PROGRAM ADVERTISING RATES

First International Conference on the Changing Landscape of Language Education

30 years of Collaborating and Sharing Expertise and Practices on Teaching, Learning, Assessment and Research Across Cultures

December 6-8, 2018 at the Manila Hotel

TO THE SOUVENIR PROGRAM COMMITTEE:

Please reserve this advertising space for my Company/School/Business:

(PLEASE CHECK):

- Outside back cover (colored) - Php. 20,000.00
- Inside back cover (colored) - Php. 15,000.00
- Inside front cover - Php. 15,000.00
- Full page (colored) - Php. 10,000.00
- Full page (black and white) - Php. 7,000.00
- ½ page (black and white) - Php. 4,000.00
- ¼ page (black and white) - Php. 2,500.00
- One-liner - Php. 700.00

PRINTED NAME AND SIGNATURE:

_________________________

(Note: An advertising contract will be brought to you personally by our representative once we receive your confirmation of your reservation. In case your payment is in the form of a check, please address it to: Philippine Regional Language Center Scholars Foundation Inc. (PhRELCSFI).)